Abstract In this work we have parallelized the Maximum Likelihood Expectation-Maximization (MLEM) and Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization (OSEM) algorithms for improving efficiency of reconstructions of multiple pinholes SPECT, and cone-bean CT data. We implemented the parallelized versions of the algorithms on a General Purpose Graphic Processing Unit (GPGPU): 448 cores of a NVIDIA Tesla M2070 GPU with 6GB RAM per thread of computing. We compared their run times against those from the corresponding CPU implementations running on 8 cores CPU of an AMD Opteron 6128 with 32 GB RAM. We have further shown how an optimization of thread balancing can accelerate the speed of the GPU implementation.
and their corresponding CPU and GPU reconstructed images (bottom left, first and second images respectively). Line profiles on CPU and GPU generated images show that they are very similar (subject to a constant multiplicand). In order to compare the images we have computed the rootmean square and normalized mean square differences between the resulting images that are not shown here for the lack of space.
We have recorded the detailed timing information from the parallel-hole MLEM CPU, parallel-hole MLEM GPU and parallel-hole OSEM GPU implementations. The overall reconstruction times are shown in Table I . We used a GPU system that is capable of handling up to 1024 threads per block. More the number of threads used per block the better the GPU performance will be. In our conventional algorithm, the y, z dimensions of the reconstruction image are mapped to the block size and the x dimension is mapped to the thread size. Fig. 6(a) shows the structure of that GPU organization. To accelerate the algorithm further, we redesigned the organization in such a way that the maximum available threads are fully utilized. In this adapted implementation we split the y dimension into two parts. The first part is put in the maximum-thread size 1024 and the second multiplicand part is assigned the block. We implemented this improvement within our GPU MLEM implementation for pinhole SPECT, and compared their reconstruction times. The result is shown in Table II . 
IV. COMPARING MULTIPLE PINHOLE DATA
We created a 4-pinhole dataset of size 128 2 ×60 for comparing the time complexity with one pinhole dataset. It is expected that the algorithms would need more time to reconstruct the 4-pinhole dataset than to reconstruct 1-pinhole dataset. Fig. 7 shows the input projection of our 128 2 ×60 4-pinhole dataset and the reconstructed images for both CPU and GPU implementations. Fig. 8 is the result of time comparison between CPU, GPU and GPU with the new reorganized structure for 1-and 4-pinhole datasets. 
V. GPU PERFORMANCE ON DIFFERENT DATA SIZES
In order to measure the GPU performance on different sinogram sizes, we created four simulation datasets with the same objects but different dimensions. First, using MATLAB we have generated 3D volume data sets or binary matrices (1 or 0 values) with different dimensions. The dimensions are 16×16×16, 32×32×32, 64×64×64 and 128×128×128. In order to produce a sinogram for each volume, we generated SPECT system matrices corresponding to each of these volumes (with some standard acquisition parameters). The acquisition is assumed to go over 60 projections over 360 degrees, with detector head sizes corresponding to respective volumes (e.g., for 64×64×64 voxels volume, detector head is of 64×64 pixels) and with the low-energy high-resolution (LEHR) parallel-hole collimator. Finally, Poisson noise was added to each original sinogram. Figs. 9 and 10 show the volumes and sinograms of these datasets, respectively. Fig. 11 is the reconstructed images for these datasets. After we compared the timings between our CPU and GPU implementations, we found that even though the performance of the GPU reconstruction was much better as expected, it still has rooms for further improvement. As in the cases of multiple pinholes and single-pinhole experiments, we reorganized the GPU memory for improving the performance. We followed the basic strategy which we discussed before (in Section III above). Fig. 12 shows the reconstructed images between CPU, GPU and GPU implementations with the new reorganized structure. Fig. 13 is the time performance between CPU, GPU and GPU implementations on different data sizes. From these results, the implication is that both GPU and GPU reconstructions with the new structure have better performance than the CPU implementation. Meanwhile, with the increased size of system matrix, the efficiency of GPU with the new structure improved significantly over the other implementations with the old structure. Table III provides the details of time performance for each implementation. When the size of system matrix is over a threshold (larger than the 64 3 ×64 2 ×120), both GPU and GPU reconstructions with the new structure will save more time and the ratio of improvement (the last column of Table III) will increase as well. In general, the GPU reconstruction with the new structure has the better performance than the others we have included in our comparison study. Our results clearly show that the performance of a GPU reconstruction algorithm is associated with the organization of memories. For example, optimizing the organization can accelerate the forward projection, the backprojection, and the system matrix generation.
VI. FUTURE WORK
We have observed similar performance improvements with GPU implementation of MLEM reconstruction for CBCT (cone beam computed tomography) data, over the corresponding CPU implementation. In the near future we plan to perform more experiments with different dimensions of input sinogram data for measuring the GPU reconstruction efficiency. We also plan to automate optimal thread reorganization for varying sizes of data. The optimization process could include utilization of more than one GPU units using a higher level parallelization as in [3] .
